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I. INTRODUCTION 

At present the design of graphics terminals is influenced by 
the trend towards performing complicated graphics functions as 
well as picture transformations directly on the terminal level, 
with minimal host computer influence. The appearance and the 
following mass production of low cost microprocessors affects 
more and more the design of graphics terminals. However wide
spread 8-bit microprocessors such as INTEL8080, MOTOROLA6800 
and others have insufficient throughput so that their applica
tion in graphics terminals is restricted to storage tube types 
where image creation speed is not prevalent. 

To provide high drawing speed, which is needed for high re
solution stroke refresh displays, as well as a set of functions 
for object manipulation on the terminal level a multi-micropro
cessor system (MMPS) has been designed and a prototype of this 
system has been implemented. System tasks are partitioned into 
subtasks and statically allocated to the following modules of 
the MMPS: processor-monitor, display module, arithmetics module 
and common memory module [LEIS! I. 

2 FUNCTIONS 

The arithmetics module is the common resource in the MMPS, 
executing floating-point operations on display file data and 
calculating standard mathematical functions. It provides the 
computing power for performing graphics transformations within 
the terminal itself. 

The following transformations may be executed on graphical 
objects: 

- Displacement 
- Scaling 
- Rotation. 
A window/viewport transformation, including clipping, may be 

performed, which transforms a selected part of the user coordi
nate system (window) into a predefined area on the display 
screen (viewport). 

The functions mentioned above are implemented by special soft
ware which runs on the modules internal microprocessor [ALEI]. 

To execute a transformation, the arithmetics module must 
receive a function identifier (command code) and the starting 
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address of the display file area to be transformed from another 
module of the MMPS, which acts as a master with respect to the 
common resource. The arithmetics module autonomously loads the 
display fdle data, executes the desired transformations and 
stores the results in the common memory. 

As the built-in functions of the arithmetics module may be 
called from any other module of the MMPS, special Test-and-Set 
(TAS) flags are implemented by hardware to resolve access 
conflicts. In an analogous manner, BUSY-flags support resource 
allocation. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

Figure I shows the overall structure of the arithmetics mo
dule. It consists of a CPU based on the microprocessor type 
18080, a PROM of 8K byte and a 2K byte RAM, an interrupt system, 
an interface to the common bus of the MMPS and two special 
arithmetic processing units (APU). The two Am951 1-APUs provide 
fixed and floating point arithmetic (ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV) as well 
as floating point trogonometric (SIN, COS, TAN, ... ) and mathe-
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Fig. I. The structure of the arithmetics module. 
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'ahi~al operations like square root, logarithm a.o. on three 
data types [ Am9511']: 

- 16-bit-fixed 
- 62-bit-fixed 

32-bit-floating point . 
The CPU calculates the c9mplex graphics transformations, 

including load and store of the operands, using the computing 
capabilities of the two APUs. For performing a transformation 
one APU computes the new x-coordinates of a graphic object while 
in parallel the other APU handles the y-coordinates. Transfers 
to and from the APUs are performed by the CPU using the memory 
map technique. Upon completion of a command, the APU issues an 
end of execution signal which is connected to the modules'inter
rupt system. Thus the CPU can prepare a task queue for each APU 
and upon receiving the appropriate interrupt the next command 
may be issued. 

The interrupt system enhances the interrupt capabilities of 
the 18080-microprocessor providing eight channels for interrupt 
requests. It is built around a !8214 interrupt-controller. 

The arithmetics module is connected to the system bus by 
means of special logic. This logic consists of interface drivers 
for address, data and transfer-control lines, of TAS- and BUSY
flags for synchronization of task execution and of a control 
memory block with a dual port interface. 

As the module is a common resource within the MMPS, a mecha
nism for resource allocation should be provided. A hardware 
implemented TAS-flag is used to prevent access conflicts. If any 
module of the MMPS wants to use the built-in functions of the 
arithmetics module it should make sure that the module is not 
yet occupied. Doing this it must read the TAS-flag. If the flag 
is "ONE", the resource is yet allocated. If the answer is "ZERO",' 
the resource is free, and at the end of the read flag operation 
the flag will be forced to "ONE" by hardware (see Fig. 2). The 
new master may start a task in the slave writing a message to 
the control memory block of the slave. \Vhen starting a task, 
a BUSY-flag will be set to "ONE" by hardware. Upon completion 
of the task the slave module clears the BUSY-flag. Reading the 
status information (BUSY) the master determines the end of ope
ration and may immediately start further tasks (see Fig. 3). To 
release the resource the actual master must clear the TAS-flag 
of the slave (Fig. 4). 

The communication between the arithmetics module and other 
modules of the MMPS, that may act as a master, is established 
by means of a control memory block which resides in the bus 
interface unit of the module. Access to this control memory is 
available from the system bus as well as from the modules inter
nal bus. To prepare and to start a task it is necessary to put 
parameter information and a task identifier (a commarid) in the 
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TAS --.---

E 
Fig. 2. TAS- and BUSY-flags. A: Clear TAS-flag (release 
the resource); B: Read TAS-flag; C: Start a task (sets 
the BUSY-flag); D: Read status of task-execution; E:Clear 
BUSY-flag (after completion of a task). 

control memory. When the control memory is accessed an interrupt 
i~ generated by hardware and passed to the IR-controller thus 
informing the CPU about a new task. 

For autonomously loading and storing data from and to the 
commom memory of the MMPS the arithmetics module is equipped 
with special logic. Everytime the CPU generates an address which 
lies within the address range of the system bus this logic sends 
out a request to the bus arbiter and turns off the re·ady-line 
of the CPU. Receiving "bus granted" the logic enables the bus 
drivers and acquires control of the system bus.When the address
ed module sends his acknowledge-signal the ready-line to the 
EPU is turned on. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The module described provides a set of special graphics func
tions within a multi-microprocessor sy1tem designed for an intel
ligent graphics terminal. The functions are implemented by spe
cial software which runs on a universal microprocessor. To en
hance the computational power of the microprocessor two special 
arithmetic processing units are incorporated in the system. Re
source allocation as well as task synchronization are supported 
by flags implemented in hardware. 
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Fig. 3. Synchronization of task-execut'ion. 

The application of the arithmetics module is not rest1icted 
to particular intelligent graphics terminals but may be extend
ed to other fields changing the modules' internal software. 
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Fig. 4: Example of resource allocation. 
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Jiafrx X. 
ApxnTeKTypa apn~MeTu~ecKoro MogynH 
HHTennei<TyanbHoro rpadm:~ecKoro TepMnHana 

Ell-82-791 

HHTennei<TyanbHbiH rpa~u~ecKm1 TepMHHan, paspa6oTaHHbiH B OH5IH,, 
cogep)KHT apn~MeTn~ecKHH Mogynb I M1/, npegHaSHa~eHHbiH gnH aBTo
HOMHoro BbiTIOnHeHHH rpa~H~eCKHX npeo6pa30BaHHH. Mogynb COCTOHT 
us yHHBepcanbHOro MHKponpo~eccopa, KOTOpbiH Mo~eT aHanusupoBaTb 
H o6pa6aTbJBaTb CJIO)KHb!e CTpyKTYPbl gaHHbiX, ·H H3 gByX CTie~HaJIHSH

poBaHHbiX 6bJCTpop;e}ICTBYJOU\HX apH~MeTH~eCKHX npo~eccopOB gJIH BbJ
~HCJieHHH CTaHgapTHbiX MaTeMaTH~eCKHX l!?yHK~Hl! C pa3Hb!MH ~OpMaTa
MH gaHHbiX. ApH~HeTH~eCKHH MOgyJib HBJIHeTCH 06IT~M pecypCOM BHyT
pH MHOronpo~eccopHOfi apXHTeKTypbl. .[VIH pemeHHH KOHdJ.rrHKTHbiX cu
Tya~HH npH gocTyne K AJ1 11 gnH pacnpegeneHHH era pecypcacxeMaTu
~ecKH peanHsoBaHbi ¢.rraru. 

Pa6oTa Bbi!IOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTopHH Bbi~HCJIHTeJibHOfi TeXHHKH 
H aBTOHaTHsa~aH OH5IH. 

npenpHHT .061>eAHHeHHOro HHCTHT.YTa RAePHbiX HCCneAOBaHH.:i. f.ly6Ha 1982 

Leich H. 
The Architecture of an Arithmetics Module 
for the Intelligent Graphics Terminal 

Ell-82-791 

The Intelligent Graphics Terminal designed at the JINR at 
Dubna incorporates an arithmetic modulT for autonomously per
forming graphics transformations. The module consists of an 
universal microprocessor, which is capable of analyzing and 
handling complex data structures, and two special high-speed 
arithmetic processors for calculations of standard mathematica 
functions on different data types.The arithmetics module is a 
common resource within the multiprocessor architecture. To re
solve access conflicts and for resource allocation hardware 
primitives have been provided. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Cumputing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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